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Kill Me If You Can
The 1950 discovery of four bodies inside a sunken steam locomotive in a Montana
lake gives way to the story of a murderous 1906 bank robber whose ruthlessness
challenged Isaac Bell, a talented detective whose struggle to identify and capture
the killer had been complicated by the great San Francisco earthquake. 750,000
first printing.

When the Wind Blows
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Detective Michael Bennett and his family are ready to escape New York for a
vacation in Maine-but a shocking scene deep in the woods reveals a dark world of
drugs and murder. Haunted by guilt and shame, Michael Bennett is living with a
father's worst nightmare. Reeling from a crisis that would destroy lesser families,
the Bennetts escape New York for a much-needed vacation. But it turns out the
brochures don't tell the full story; the seemingly perfect community has a deadly
vice. When local cops uncover a grisly crime scene buried deep in the woods, they
consult the vacationing Bennett, who jumps at the chance to atone for his own
sins. But far from the city streets he knows so well, no one will talk to the big-city
detective, and the bodies keep piling up. A young and forgotten girl is the closest
thing Bennett has to a partner in his frantic hunt for the ghostlike perpetrator
behind the violence. Will Bennett and his unlikely ally unmask the culprit before
anyone else winds up haunted?

The Trial: A BookShot
Evil has a new game. Someone is luring men from the streets to play a mysterious,
high stakes game in the English countryside. Former Special Forces officer David
Shelley will go undercover to shut it down--but this might be a game he can't win.
BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour
in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson
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Killer Chef
A sexy game of romantic make-believe goes too far in this intense thriller from the
world's #1 writer. Both survivors of the divorce wars, Christy and Martin don't
believe in love at first sight and certainly not on a first date. But from the instant
they lock eyes, life becomes a sexy, romantic dream come true. That is, until they
start playing a strangely intense game of make-believe -- a game that's about to
go too far. BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson Novels you can
devour in a few hours Impossible to stop listening All original content from James
Patterson

The Last Hunt
The author of the Joe Pickett novels presents 10 suspense stories about the
Wyoming he knows so well -- and the dark deeds and impulses that can be found
there -- in a collection that includes four stories that feature Pickett himself.

113 Minutes
James Patterson’s BookShots. Short, fast-paced, high-impact entertainment. Three
thieves have planned the perfect diamond heist. They’ve monitored the Hatton
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Garden jeweller for months and are ready to make the hit. But they were not
expecting a rival crew to show up at exactly the same time. After a bloody fight,
the three thieves come away with the diamonds and set off to meet their buyer in
Amsterdam. But now it’s not only the police who are chasing them, and not only
the diamonds that are at stake.

The Lake House
"This was no suicide," says Detective Michael Bennett. A man plunges to his death
from the roof of a Manhattan hotel. It looks like a suicide--except the victim has
someone else's fingerprints and $10,000 in cash. Enter Detective Michael Bennett.
BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour
in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

Heist
A cold case reaches from Cape Town’s shadowy past to bucolic Bordeaux, France,
in this thriller by the Barry Award-winning author of Thirteen Hours. When a cold
case dossier lands on Captain Benny Griessel’s desk, he and his partner Vaughn
Cupido, fellow member of the Hawks elite police unit in South Africa, reluctantly set
to work reviewing the evidence. Did ex-cop Johnson Johnson simply disappear on
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the world’s most luxurious train line—or was he murdered? Two fellow travelers
might have the answers Griessel and Cupido need, but they too seem to have
disappeared, and the few clues that exist suggest a cover-up. Meanwhile, Daniel
Darret has settled into a new, quiet life in Bordeaux, far from his revolutionary past
in South Africa. But now a man from that past has reappeared. And he wants to
commission Daniel’s unique skills one more time. As the two storylines come
crashing together, Griessel and Cupido are left uncertain of the truth—and of their
own future. A top-notch addition to the acclaimed Benny Griessel series, The Last
Hunt makes a brave and powerful statement about the pervasive corruption that
has stolen so much from Deon Meyer’s native country. “Superb…this may be the
breakthrough book this author deserves.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Cross Kill
A threat from an anonymous caller sends D. C. into panic as Detective Alex Cross
teams up with his wife to uncover the chilling truth. An anonymous caller has
promised to set off deadly bombs in Washington, DC. A cruel hoax or the real deal?
By the time Alex Cross and his wife, Bree Stone, uncover the chilling truth, it may
already be too late . . . . BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson
Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original
content from James Patterson
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Break Point
While grieving her husband's murder, a young Colorado veterinarian meets a
troubled FBI agent and begins to uncover the world's most sinister secrets. Frannie
O'Neill is a young and talented veterinarian living in Colorado. Plagued by the
mysterious murder of her husband, David, a local doctor, Frannie throws herself
into her work. It is not long before another bizarre murder occurs and Kit Harrison,
a troubled and unconventional FBI agent, arrives on her doorstep. Late one night,
near the woods of her animal hospital, Frannie stumbles upon a strange,
astonishing phenomenon that will change the course of her life forever: her name
is Max. With breathtaking energy, eleven-year-old Max leads Frannie and Kit to
uncover one of the most diabolical and inhuman plots of modern science. Bold and
compelling, When the Wind Blows is a story of suspense and passion as only James
Patterson could tell it.

Malicious
A Navy SEAL dropout will break every rule to expose the truth -- even if it means
destroying the people he loves. Mitchum is back. His brother's been charged with
murder. Nathaniel swears he didn't kill anyone, but word on the street is that he
was involved with the victim's wife. Now, Mitchum will do anything to get even . . .
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no matter what the cost. BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson
Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original
content from James Patterson

Hunted
Take a glimpse into deer hunting's past! White-tailed deer hunting has an
incredibly rich heritage in America, and has played a vital role in the survival and
expansion of this great nation. It's provided food, clothing, income, camaraderie
and an unmistakable freedom to enjoy the country's magnificent wild lands. Take a
glimpse back in time with the outstanding collection of photographs and historical
information from the late 1800s to the mid-1900s that author Duncan Dobie has
included inside Dawn of American Deer Hunting. You'll see the classic rifles hunters
used, how they traveled to the remote deer camps, what kind of shelters they
stayed in and more fascinating pieces of hunting history from the legendary deer
regions around America. And admire the deer they took home--massive-bodied
Northern bucks, trophy Texas antlers, buck poles filled with does and muchappreciated venison. As the old saying goes, "a picture is worth a thousand words."
Just imagine the stories of the rugged folk in each photograph, and soon you'll
connect with these deer hunters of yesteryear. We still face the same keen senses
of the whitetail; the same harsh weather; the same buck fever.
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Murder, Interrupted
A poor art student living in New York stumbles on a bag of diamonds . . . but they
come at a price in this unforgettable novel from "America's #1 storyteller"
(Forbes). Matthew Bannon, a poor art student living in New York City, finds a duffel
bag filled with diamonds during a chaotic attack at Grand Central Station. Plans for
a worry-free life with his stunning girlfriend Katherine fill his thoughts-until he
realizes that he is being hunted, and that whoever is after him won't stop until they
have reclaimed the diamonds and exacted their revenge. Trailing him is the Ghost,
the world's greatest assassin, who has just pulled off his most high-profile hit:
killing Walter Zelvas, a top member of the international Diamond Syndicate.
There's only one small problem: the diamonds he was supposed to retrieve from
Zelvas are missing. Now, the Ghost is on Bannon's trail-but so is a rival assassin
who would like nothing more than to make the Ghost disappear forever. From the
world's #1 writer comes a high-speed thrill ride of adrenaline-fueled suspense
you'll never forget.

Radiant
Eat, drink, and be murdered. Someone is poisoning diners in New Orleans' best
restaurants. Now it's up to chef and homicide cop Caleb Rooney to catch a
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killer--who has an appetite for revenge. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY
JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop
reading All original content from James Patterson

The Exile
Three terrifying murders in the South culminate in a relentless manhunt in the
North that centers on a ruthless assassin, the woman he loves, and the beloved
leader he is hired to kill with extreme prejudice.

Sail
An aspiring photographer is about to get the chance of a lifetime in New York-and
face a forbidden love that just might be her downfall. Kristin Burns has lived her life
by the philosophy "Don't think, just shoot"-pictures, that is. Struggling to make
ends meet, she works full-time as a nanny for the fabulously wealthy Turnbull
family, looking after their two wonderful children and waiting for her glamorous life
as a New York photographer to begin. When her photographs are considered by an
elite Manhattan art gallery, it seems she might finally get the chance to start her
career. But Kristin has a major distraction: forbidden love. The man of her dreams
is almost hers for keeps. Breathless with an inexhaustible passion and the
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excitement of being within reach of her goals, Kristen ignores all signs of
catastrophe brewing. Fear exists for a reason. And Kristin can only dismiss the
warnings for so long. Searching desperately for the truth through the lens of her
camera, she can only hope that it's not too late. This novel of psychological
suspense is a stunning achievement for thriller master James Patterson, "one of
the bestselling writers in history" (New York Sun).

Revenge
New York Times bestselling author Meagan Spooner spins a thoroughly thrilling
Beauty and the Beast story for the modern age, expertly woven with spellbinding
romance, intrigue, and suspense that readers won’t soon be able to forget. Beauty
knows the Beast's forest in her bones—and in her blood. After all, her father is the
only hunter who’s ever come close to discovering its secrets. So when her father
loses his fortune and moves Yeva and her sisters out of their comfortable home
among the aristocracy and back to the outskirts of town, Yeva is secretly relieved.
Out in the wilderness, there’s no pressure to make idle chatter with vapid
baronessas…or to submit to marrying a wealthy gentleman. But Yeva’s father’s
misfortune may have cost him his mind, and when he goes missing in the woods,
Yeva sets her sights on one prey: the creature he’d been obsessively tracking just
before his disappearance. The Beast. Deaf to her sisters’ protests, Yeva hunts this
strange creature back into his own territory—a cursed valley, a ruined castle, and a
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world of magical creatures that Yeva’s only heard about in fairy tales. A world that
can bring her ruin, or salvation. Who will survive: the Beauty, or the Beast?

The Medical Examiner
Alex Cross faces a D. C. bomb threat, the Women's Murder Club investigates a
millionaire's death, and Michael Bennett hunts down a Thanksgiving Parade
attacker in this collection of detective novels. Detective Cross: An Alex Cross Story:
An anonymous caller has promised to set off deadly bombs in Washington, DC. A
cruel hoax or the real deal? By the time Alex Cross and his wife Bree uncover the
chilling truth, it may already be too late . . . The Medical Examiner: A Women's
Murder Club Story (with Maxine Paetro): A woman checks into a hotel room and
entertains a man who is not her husband. A shooter blows away the lover and
wounds the millionairess, leaving her for dead. Is it the perfect case for the
Women's Murder Club -- or just the most twisted? Manhunt: A Michael Bennett
Story (with James O. Born): Someone attacked the Thanksgiving Day Parade right
in front of Michael Bennett and his family. The news called it "holiday terror" -Michael Bennett calls it personal. The hunt is on . . .

Treasure Hunters: Peril at the Top of the World
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In James Patterson's pulse-racing New York Times bestseller, violent animal attacks
are destroying entire cities-and two unlikely heroes must save the world before it's
too late. All over the world, brutal attacks are crippling entire cities. Jackson Oz, a
young biologist, watches the escalating events with an increasing sense of dread.
When he witnesses a coordinated lion ambush in Africa, the enormity of the
violence to come becomes terrifyingly clear. With the help of ecologist Chloe
Tousignant, Oz races to warn world leaders before it's too late. The attacks are
growing in ferocity, cunning, and planning, and soon there will be no place left for
humans to hide. For 36 years, James Patterson has written unputdownable, pulseracing novels-and Zoo is the thriller he was born to write. With wildly inventive
imagination and white-knuckle suspense that rivals Stephen King at his very best,
Zoo is an epic, non-stop thrill-ride from "one of the best of the best" (Time).

The Thomas Berryman Number
The memorable story begun in When the Wind Blows continues in this thrilling
novel, and it's one that really soars! Frannie O'Neil, a Colorado veterinarian, knows
a terrible secret that will change the history of the world. Kit Harrison, an FBI agent
under suspension has seen things that no one in his right mind would believe. A
twelve-year-old girl named Max and five other incredible children have powers we
can only dream of. These children can fly. And the only place they will be safe is
the Lake House. Or so they believe..
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Liberation Day
From the World's #1 Bestselling Author, comes a story of revenge as a former SAS
soldier is ready to settle into civilian life when he's hired to solve the mysterious
death of a daughter, diving into a seedy world that a parent never expects to see
their child in. Former SAS soldier David Shelley was part of the most covert
operations team in the special forces. Now settling down to civilian life in London,
he has plans for a safer and more stable existence. But the shocking death of a
young woman Shelley once helped protect puts those plans on hold. The police
rule the death a suicide but the grieving parents can't accept their beloved Emma
would take her own life. They need to find out what really happened, and they turn
to their former bodyguard, Shelley, for help. When they discover that Emma had
fallen into a dark and seedy world of drugs and online pornography, the father
demands retribution. But his desire for revenge will make enemies of people that
even Shelley may not be able to protect them from, and take them into a war from
which there may be no escape.

Manhunt
Former SAS commando Andy McNab unleashes a non-stop whirlwind of action and
intrigue in his new #1 international bestseller featuring top-secret operative Nick
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Stone. Desperate to gain American citizenship and start a new life with the woman
he loves, Nick Stone agrees to do one last job for the CIA. He must infiltrate an
Arab republic, kill a money-laundering local businessman, and bring back
gruesome proof of his death. He doesn’t know why, and he doesn’t care. Too late,
Stone realizes the truth about his real mission — which has only just begun. In the
shadowy French underworld, he’s caught in the deep end of a very dirty war
against al-Qaeda operatives. And as one bloody twist leads to another, Stone soon
finds himself on his deadliest assignment yet — and confronted by the most lethal
dilemma a man could face.. . . From the Paperback edition.

Tenth Man Down
"This was no suicide," says Detective Michael Bennett. A man plunges to his death
from the roof of a Manhattan hotel. It looks like a suicide--except the victim has
someone else's fingerprints and $10,000 in cash. Enter Detective Michael Bennett.
BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour
in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

The Games
Since the death of her husband, Anne Dunne and her three children have struggled
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in every way. In a last ditch effort to save the family, Anne plans an elaborate
sailing vacation to bring everyone together once again. But only an hour out of
port, everything is going wrong. The teenage daughter, Carrie, is planning to
drown herself. The teenage son, Mark, is high on drugs and ten-year-old Ernie is
nearly catatonic. This is the worst vacation ever. Anne manages to pull things
together bit by bit, but just as they begin feeling like a family again, something
catastrophic happens. Survival may be the least of their concerns. Written with the
blistering pace and shocking twists that only James Patterson can master, SAIL
takes "Lost" and "Survivor" to a new level of terror.

Let's Play Make-Believe
Is Harriet Blue as great a detective as Lindsay Boxer? Harriet Blue, the most singleminded detective since Lindsay Boxer, won't rest until she stops a savage killer
targeting female university students. But new clues point to a more chilling
predator than she ever could have imagined. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES
BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop
reading All original content from James Patterson

The House Husband
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Alex Cross, I'm coming for you--even from the grave if I have to. Along Came a
Spider killer Gary Soneji has been dead for over ten years. Alex Cross watched him
die. But today, Cross saw him gun down his partner. Is Soneji alive? A ghost? Or
something even more sinister? Nothing will prepare you for the wicked truth.
BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour
in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

Chase: A BookShot
An ex-cop must save the woman he's sworn to protect from an ancient Irish curse.
Ex-cop Finn O'Grady hasn't been home in years. But the woman he swore to
protect is convinced an ancient curse has put her and her son in deadly danger.
O'Grady has seen too much evil on earth to believe in the supernatural. And then
the killing starts . . . BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson Novels
you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from
James Patterson

Shots Fired
If the mission fails, it's World War III. Any questions? Owen Taylor is about to be
betrayed on his final covert mission. It will take everything he has to make it home
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alive, and to save the woman he loves. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY
JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop
reading All original content from James Patterson

Zoo
He's worth millions, but he's worthless without her. It's been a month since her
traumatic break-up with Derick, and Siobhan now lives in Detroit, where she can
support herself and her painting career. But suddenly Derick's back after flying
halfway across the country for her. And though Siobhan's body comes alive at his
touch, she doesn't know if she can trust him again. BookShots Flames Original
romances presented by JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours
Impossible to stop reading

The Chase
Molly Rourke's son was murdered, and now she wants her own justice: revenge.
Molly Rourke's son has been murdered . . . and she knows who's responsible. Now
she's taking the law into her own hands. Never underestimate a mother's love.
BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson Novels you can devour in a
few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson
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Triple Homicide
As seen on Discovery's Murder is Forever TV series: In these two true crime
thrillers, a reluctant hitman and a cheating husband fight for their lives . . . and a
single mother exacts her revenge. In Murder, Interrupted, rich, cheating financier
Frank Howard wants his wife dead, and he's willing to pay Billie Earl Johnson
whatever it takes: $750,000, to be exact. When his bullet misses the mark, Billie
Earl and Frank will turn on each other in a fight for their lives . . . Mother of All
Murders is the story of local celebrity Dee Dee Blancharde. Television reports
praise her as a single mother who tirelessly cares for her wheelchair-bound,
chronically ill daughter. But when the teenaged Gypsy Rose realizes she isn't
actually sick and Dee Dee has lied all these years, Gypsy Rose exacts her revenge
...

Hunted
James Patterson’s BookShots. Short, fast-paced, high-impact entertainment. One
point away from winning the French Open, tennis star Kirsten Keller breaks down
and flees the court in tears. Keller has been receiving death threats. Terrified and
desperate, she hires former Metropolitan police officer Chris Foster to protect her
at Wimbledon. As the championship progresses, Keller’s tormentor gets ever
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closer. And the threats become horrifyingly real.

Black & Blue
"Please don't let me fall." Since Siobhan has made it as an artist, she's ready to
start a life in New York with the love of her life, billionaire Derick Miller. But their
relationship has been a rollercoaster ride that has pushed Derick too far. Will
Siobhan be able to win back her soul mate? BookShots Flames Original romances
presented by JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible
to stop reading

Haunted
Harry Posehn is the best dad and the best husband . . . or is he? Detective Teaghan
Beaumont isn't sure. Detective Teaghan Beaumont is getting closer and closer to
discovering the truth about Harry Posehn. But there's a twist that she-and you-will
never see coming. BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson Novels you
can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from
James Patterson

Dawn of American Deer Hunting
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A non-stop, action-packed Geordie Sharp novel, from the multi-bestselling master
of the military thriller. When an SAS team is sent to train government troops in
Karmanga, a poverty-stricken and war-torn republic in the dark heart of southern
Africa, Geordie Sharp is caught up un the most dangerous and difficult assignment
of his military career. When the SAS men see that the rebels are boosted by ex-US
Navy SEAL mercenaries, they begin to sense a hidden agenda, and they know that
things are going to get messy. From the author of more than a dozen Sunday
Times top ten bestselling thrillers, Tenth Man Down is a pulse-pounding story that
sinks its teeth in and doesn't let go.

You've Been Warned
Join the Kidds on their trek to exotic Russia and the dangerous Arctic as they
outrun the bad guys in their search for stolen treasure. After their adventures in
China and Germany, the Kidd family is ready for some rest and relaxation. But
when you're an ace treasure hunting team, there's always another adventure
waiting around the corner! This time, the Kidds head to Russia where a set of
priceless paintings by Leonardo da Vinci and Rembrandt has gone missing. Hot on
the trail of the daring thieves, the Kidds race through the sinister streets of St.
Petersburg and the wild Arctic tundra to track down the stolen treasure. The action
never stops with more chases, sneak attacks, spy missions, and doublecrossing
than anyone can handleexcept the Kidds!
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Chase: A BookShot
"I'm not on trial. San Francisco is." An accused murderer called Kingfisher is about
to go on trial for his life. Or is he? By unleashing unexpected violence on the
lawyers, jurors, and police involved in the case, he has paralyzed the city.
Detective Lindsay Boxer and the Women's Murder Club are caught in the eye of
the storm. Now comes a courtroom shocker you will never see coming. BookShots
LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few
hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

Detective Cross
In the #1 bestselling series, Private's Jack Morgan must hunt down a killer before
the Olympic games begin in Rio. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil knows how to throw a party.
So it's a natural choice to host the biggest spectacles in sports: the World Cup and
the Olympics. To ensure that the games go off without a hitch, the organizers turn
to Jack Morgan, head of the world's greatest international security and consulting
firm. But when events are this exclusive, someone's bound to get left off the guest
list. Two years after the crisis nearly spilled from the soccer field to the stands, Jack
is back in Rio for the Olympics. But when his most prominent clients begin to
disappear, and bodies mysteriously start to litter the streets, Jack is drawn deep
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into the heart of a ruthless underworld populated by disaffected residents trying to
crash the world's biggest party. With the world watching in horror, Jack must sprint
to the finish line to defuse a threat that could decimate Rio and turn the games
into a deadly spectacle. . . all before the games begin.

The End
In James Patterson's #1 New York Times bestseller, the Women's Murder Club
tracks down two bodies at the morgue-but one of them is still breathing . . . A
woman checks into a hotel room and entertains a man who is not her husband. A
shooter blows away the lover and wounds a wealthy heiress, leaving her for dead.
Is it the perfect case for the Women's Murder Club . . . or just the most twisted?
BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson Novels you can devour in a
few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

Exquisite
On Thanksgiving Day, a mysterious attacker strikes New York's parade-and it's up
to Michael Bennett to hunt them down. Michael Bennett, be grateful you're alive.
Someone attacked the Thanksgiving Day Parade directly in front of Michael
Bennett and his family. The television news called it "holiday terror"-Michael
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Bennett calls it personal. The hunt is on . . . BookShots Lightning-fast stories by
James Patterson Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading
All original content from James Patterson
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